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FSL Foods specialises in sourcing, manufacturing, distributing and selling a
range of food products under the Fruzio, Mission, Rio Dolores brands.

FSL Foods sources speciality fruit products, breads, and sauces for the
New Zealand food and beverage industry, from international and domestic
suppliers. We supply directly to the food industry clients, and retail consumers.
All our suppliers are internationally certified, annually audited, and have approved
food safety plans. Quality is paramount, and we stand by our products 100%.

Food and beverage industry: We
supply organic and conventional fruit juice
concentrates, purée concentrates, fruit
purées, and other speciality frozen fruits.

Export: We export processed
fruit products to other Asia-Pacific
markets.

Fruzio brings healthy and affordable premium quality fruits and vegetables to
New Zealand consumers. We carefully select our long term suppliers, ensuring
that consistent quality and reliability is at the core of our relationships. Product
integrity is important to us. Fruzio products are packed in 250g, 500g and 1kg
transparent bags so that buyers can see the quality of the fruit at the time of
purchase. We clearly print the country of origin on the front and back of each
bag and we use materials that are suitable for recycling. Fruzio makes healthy
eating truly affordable all year around.

Retail: individually snap-frozen fruits

Food Service: individually

and vegetables, ambient/chilled fruit
jellies manufactured with natural colours
and flavours, and ambient fruit purées.

snap-frozen fruits and
vegetables, ambient sauces,
syrups, juices and purées.

Rio Dolores offers you genuinely healthy food with freshly blended
flavours. Rio Dolores delivers mild, medium, hot, and extra hot salsas, plus
Salsa Verde, Green Chile, and smokey Chipotle BBQ Sauce. The salsas have
no thickeners, no stabilisers, no preservatives, and no sugar. Also, we use
lime juice and apple cider vinegar to keep our salsas stable. Rio Dolores lifts
any meal to a new level of deliciousnses. It's a match made in heaven for
those looking for low fat, gluten-free, egg-free, and dairy-free salsas made
with fresh local ingredients and quality imported jalapeos.

Retail

Food Service

Mission Foods delivers international authenticity to New Zealand cooking
professionals. From tortilla wraps, to more traditional gluten-free corn tortilla
to unfried or prefried corn chips Mission products offer authentic flavour,
and are the perfect base for allowing your ingredients to shine. Products are
conveniently frozen-packed. From breakfast to dinner, appetisers to entrées
and even desserts, Mission flat breads enable creative cooking at its best.

Food Service

